ERMINE AT DES MOINES
Tucket: enter the Prince, attended.
old play.
No, he was not strictly what could be described as an im*
pressive figure,   I met him face to face early one morning
in an hotel lobby; and as he stood there, at the foot of the
elevator, surrounded by respectful men in bowler-hats and
looking into space with the jaded look of a road-weary
camel, I was a little sorry for him,   He looked a foot or so
above my head; for he had all the unnecessary inches of
his House, although he stooped a little.   And he was really
very tired, this Prince on tour and lecturing at large across
the Middle West,   What Furies drove him to it, I never
ascertained,   But he had learnt a lecture somehow; and
now the despair of royal tutors dispensed it nightly to
respectful hearers.   His route and mine kept intersecting,
I arrived in cities as the dust was settling after his triumphal
progress or departed in the pleasing flutter occasioned by his
entry; awed reporters asked for my opinions upon royal
lecturers, and slightly ruffled by this august and (as it
seemed to me) unfair competition, I once replied a little
tartly that as his public rank supplied the main attraction,
no doubt the proceeds of the royal exploits were duly
credited to public funds in relief of taxpayers at home.   But
such malice was hardly chivalrous, since he was far more to
be pitied,  His lot was heavier than mine.   For where I
could slip into town at dawn and find a bath and morning
papers, his arriving train was picketed by watchful Mayors.
A line of handshakes on a freezing platform opened his day;
countless shutters clicked as he stumbled sleepily towards a
car that whirled him—to breakfast ?   No, for a comprehen-
sive drive to view the city.   For what Prince could live
without such courtesies?   Breakfast must wait,   There
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